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Nanoporous gold made by dealloying exemplifies how the exciting mechanical properties of nanoscale objects can be exploited
in designing materials from which macroscopic things can be formed. The homogeneous microstructure and the possibility of
adjusting the ligament size, L, between few and few hundred nm, along with the high deformability and reproducible mechanical
behavior predestine the material for model studies of small-scale plasticity using reliable macroscopic testing schemes on mm- or
cm-size samples. Such experiments tend to agree with the Gibson-Ashby scaling relation for strength versus solid fraction, while
suggesting an essentially L−1 scaling of the local strength of the ligaments. By contrast, the elastic compliance is dramatically
enhanced compared to the Gibson-Ashby relation for the stiffness. Contrary to intuition, the anomalously compliant behavior of
the nanomaterial goes along with a trend for more stiffness at smaller L. This article discusses surface excess elasticity, nonlinear
elastic behavior and specifically shear instability of the bulk, network connectivity, and the surface chemistry as relevant issues
which deserve further study.
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1. Introduction The use of small-scale heterogene-
ity as a means of strengthening is ubiquitous in materials
science. Dispersion strengthening is the most obvious
example, and the simplest, lightest, and most affordable
strengthening dispersoid is a pore.[1] Thus, introduc-
ing a small amount of porosity can make a material
stronger by taking part of it away. Nanoporous met-
als explore a different region of parameter space, in
which the pores are the majority component and the solid
takes to form of a network of nanoscale struts (or ‘liga-
ments’). Their small scale is important, since the trend of
smaller is stronger implies a partial compensation of the
loss in strength that comes with removing most of the
solid. Nanoporous metals, and specifically those made
by dealloying, thus provide a materials base for explor-
ing the simultaneous impact of porosity and of nanoscale
structuring on mechanical behavior.[2–5]

As the most extensively studied dealloying-made
material, nanoporous gold (NPG) exhibits a perfectly
conventional polycrystalline microstructure with tens or
hundreds of micron grain size. The highly ordered crys-
tal lattice of each grain is porous, and the prevalent
microstructural feature is the uniformly interconnected
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network of nanoscale ligaments that contain the occu-
pied lattice sites.[6,7] When alloyed with Pt, samples
of NPG can be made with characteristic mean liga-
ment diameters, L, down to the unusually small scale of
5 nm,[8,9] and thermal coarsening results in self-similar
growth to L close to 1 μm.[10,11] This affords studies of
size-dependence with L spanning more than two orders
of magnitude in size, a dynamic range that is not typi-
cally accessible with other types of nanomaterial and that
provides for particularly significant experimental data on
size-effects.

After initial studies of NPG used small-scale testing
schemes,[2,12–18] it is now possible to make cm-size
samples that can be subjected conventional macroscopic
compression [7,11,19–22] or even tension [11,23,24]
tests. The large strain that is reached in compression
affords testing protocols comprising, for example, strain-
rate jumps [7] or load-unload segments.[25] Besides
enabling model studies of small-scale mechanical behav-
ior, macroscopic NPG samples also demonstrate the
implementation of the favorable mechanical behavior
that is suggested by academic studies of nanoscale
objects (nanowires, nanopillars) into a ‘material’, that is,
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into a substance from which things—such as engineering
components—can be formed.

NPG exhibits an unusually large specific sur-
face area, emphasizing the impact of surface phenom-
ena on the materials effective macroscopic mechanical
response. As a by-product of the synthesis by alloy cor-
rosion (typically) under potential control in electrolyte,
electrochemical characterization affords a precise knowl-
edge and control of the surface alloy chemistry and
adsorbate coverage, providing unprecedented informa-
tion on the surface state.[26–28]

Here, we discuss selected current issues in small-
scale plasticity and elasticity emerging from studies
using macroscopic tests and NPG as the model material.

2. Microstructure The elementary processes of
nanoporosity formation by dealloying are simply the
dissolution of the less noble element and the reorga-
nization of the more noble element between different
lattice sites by surface diffusion.[29,30] In the conse-
quence, (i) the nanoscale pore structure represents a new
length-scale that is formed during corrosion and that has
no equivalent in the original, uniform solid solution of
the master alloy, and (ii) no new crystals are nucleated,
so that the emerging nanoporous structure decorates the
original crystal lattice. The transmission electron micro-
graph of Figure 1(a) illustrates interconnected ligaments,
∼ 50 nm in size, in a cross-section through NPG,[11]
while the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) image,
Figure 1(b), of the crystallographic orientation of a sam-
ple prepared under similar conditions shows a perfectly
ordered polycrystalline microstructure with a mean grain
size of tens μm,[7] three orders of magnitude larger than
the pore- or ligament size of the same sample.

Besides crystallography and ligament size, the
defect structure that may be created during dealloying
is crucial for the mechanical performance of macro-
scale nanoporous samples. The corrosion rate controls

300 mm 35 µm

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Microstructure of NPG on different length scales.
(a) Transmission electron microscopy shows the pore- and
ligament structure, here for mean ligament size 50 nm (from
[11]). (b) Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) map reveals
ordered crystallites with grain size > 10 μm, much larger than
the ligament size (from [7]). Images are obtained from separate
samples prepared under identical conditions.

200 µm 300 µm

(a)
(b)

Figure 2. Cleavage surfaces of NPG samples prepared by
dealloying (a) Au25Cu75 (from [31]) and (b) Au25Ag75. Note
intergranular cracking in (a) versus intragranular cracking
in (b).

volume shrinkage [6] and, thereby, the formation of
native cracks which impair the deformability. Slow cor-
rosion [6] and the use of slightly elevated temperature
[7] helps to mitigate this problem. The corrosion behav-
ior of grain boundaries is equally relevant, as illustrated
in Figure 2. NPG samples are readily cleaved by apply-
ing slight pressure with a scalpel, and Figure 2(a) shows
the resulting cleavage surface of a sample made by deal-
loying carefully annealed Cu75Au25. The intergranular
nature of the fracture is apparent, as are crack branches
that propagate along grain boundaries. The observa-
tion has been linked to preferential attack of Cu-rich
boundaries due to Cu grain boundary segregation in
the master alloy during the homogenization anneal.[31]
In fact, suppressing the homogenization anneal in Cu-
Au removes the problem,[31] as does replacing Cu-Au
with Ag-Au as the master alloy. Figure 2(b) illus-
trates the intragranular fracture that is characteristic of
NPG samples—here made from Ag75Au25—with high
deformability.

3. Stress-strain behavior of NPG—empirical
findings Several studies have investigated the depen-
dency of the yield and flow behavior [2,7,11,
13,16,21,23] as well as the stiffness [32,33] of NPG
on L. Compression tests on highly deformable macro-
scopic samples are particularly meaningful, since they
also afford an inspection of the variation of plastic and
elastic properties as the microstructure changes during
compression. Figure 3 illustrates this for a set of NPG
samples with L = 20, 40, 150 nm.

The NPG specimens of this work, 2 × 1 mm in size
as in Figure 3(a), were prepared according to the syn-
thesis and coarsening protocols of [19]. As the only
notable exception, the Ag75Au25 master alloy bodies
were not cut from ingots but shaped by wire drawing
and subsequent cutting with a diamond wire saw. After
the electrochemical dealloying, repeated electrochemical
oxidation-reduction cycles induced a minor coarsening,
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Figure 3. Compression behavior of NPG with mean ligament
diameters L = 20, 40, 150 nm: (a) Graphs of stress, σ ver-
sus engineering compression strain, ε, including unload-reload
cycles. Strain rate 10−4s−1. Insert: photographs of samples
before and after compression. (b) Effective Youngs modu-
lus, Yeff, determined as secant modulus in the unload/reload
segments, versus ε.

thereby diminishing the residual Ag to content to � 5
at.-%. The cycles, along with a final washing in ultra-
pure water, also served to ensure a clean, adsorbate-free
surface. The solid volume fractions (as determined from
macroscopic sample dimensions, mass, and composi-
tion) for samples with L = 20, 40, and 150 nm were ϕ =
0.27 ± 0.01, 0.29 ± 0.02 and 0.32 ± 0.03, respectively.
Mechanical tests used the procedures of [34].

In the compression tests of Figure 3(a), the enhanced
flow stress at smaller L is apparent, as are the pronounced
strain hardening and the quasi immediate onset of yield-
ing, at extremely small load. Photographs of samples
before and after deformation (inset in Figure 3) illus-
trate the deformability. Note also the small transverse
plastic strain, implying that the compressive deforma-
tion is almost completely carried by densification of
the nanoscale metal network. The deformation proto-
col in Figure 3(a) comprises unload-reload segments
for monitoring the evolution of stiffness, as measured
by the secant modulus, during deformation. The results,
Figure 3(b), show that smaller L brings not only higher
strength but also higher stiffness.

In our lab we have obtained data as in Figure 3
for several batches of samples made independently by
several scientists. The above trends emerge as perfectly
reproducible. We now discuss these findings in rela-
tion to the literature, highlighting remarkable aspects and
open issues.

4. Scaling laws As a background for discussing the
empirical findings on the mechanical behavior of NPG,
it is useful to inspect scaling laws for stiffness and for
strength of porous solids as the function of L and of the
solid fraction, ϕ.

The impact of ϕ on the effective macroscopic val-
ues of Youngs modulus, Yeff, and of strength, σ eff, of
certain porous materials is described by the Gibson-
Ashby scaling laws.[35] Being set up for low-density
cellular solids, these laws do not automatically apply to
NPG. First, NPG samples in almost all reports (includ-
ing the present study) have ϕ between 0.25 and 0.35,
outside the range explored by Gibson and Ashby. Sec-
ond, the network structure of NPG is ill compatible
with the cellular architecture of foams. Yet, studies
of the mechanical behavior of NPG more often than
not use the Gibson-Ashby laws to obtain benchmarks
to which the actual findings can be compared. Sev-
eral of these studies even either report or even pre-
suppose agreement,[2,5,7,12,13,16] while others discuss
corrections.[22,23,36,37] Thus, even though it is now
widely realized that the Gibson-Ashby scaling relations
are not designed for network structures such as NPG,
these relations remain indispensable as a starting point
for discussing scaling in that material.

One of the Gibson-Ashby laws relates the effec-
tive macroscopic Young’s modulus, Yeff, to the local
modulus, Yloc, via [35]

Yeff = Ylocϕ2. (1)

It is generally admitted (see e.g. [5]) that the apparent
local stiffness at the ligament scale may depend on L.
Mameka et al.,[34] considering the bending stiffness as
the relevant parameter for the elastic response at the lig-
ament level, present a simple argument for the impact of
surface excess elasticity on the apparent Yloc. The depen-
dence of the surface stress on tangential strain defines a
surface excess elastic constant, and an intuitively acces-
sible parameterization of this constant is via an apparent
excess of material at the surface, in other words an appar-
ent thickening of the ligaments by the radius increment
τ . The sign of τ decides whether the surface is stiffer
(τ > 0) or more compliant (τ < 0) than bulk. In this
approximate description, the size affects the apparent
local stiffness via [34]

Yloc
app = Yloc

(
1 + 8

L
τ

)
. (2)

In relation to strength, the Gibson-Ashby scaling for
the effective macroscopic yield strength, σ eff

y , of open-
cell foams, applicable in the limit of small ϕ, states that
[35]

σ eff
y = 0.3σ loc

y ϕ3/2, (3)

where σ loc
y is the local yield strength, in the present con-

text the strength of individual ligaments. In terms of
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characteristic constants L0 and σ0, experiment suggests
that (for not too large L)

σ loc
y = σ 0

y

(
L
L0

)m

, (4)

and compression and tension tests on small-scale pil-
lars of fcc metals find m = −0.5 to −1.0.[38] For NPG,
results obtained with several small-scale testing schemes
suggest m ≈ −0.6,[5] yet tests on macroscopic samples
[7] indicate the stronger size dependence m ≈ −1 (see
also below).

The Gibson-Ashby scaling relations implicitly
require that the pore space is empty and so carries no
load. Yet, it is also of interest to investigate the load-
carrying ability of the metal phase when NPG, as the
reinforcing phase, is embedded in polymer. Wang et al.
[11] derive a rule of mixture for such interpenetrating-
phase nanocomposites,

σ eff
y = σ polymer

y (1 − ϕ) + σ loc
y ϕ, (5)

where ϕ—quite analogously to its usage above—
represents the metal volume fraction. The load carried
by the metal phase (second term on the right-hand side
of Equation (5)) here scales linearly with ϕ, quite con-
trary to the σ eff

y ∝ ϕ3/2 scaling of the pure nanoporous
metal. The smaller exponent in the composite is ben-
eficial, since it implies that even small amounts of
metal reinforcement are efficient in strengthening the
composite.

5. Size-dependent strength In view of the early
yield onset in compressive stress-strain curves of NPG
such as Figure 3(a), the flow stress at 1% plastic
strain has been used for parameterizing strength,[7] and
Figure 4(a) shows how that parameter depends on the
ligament size. The data is for samples from different
batches of this work, along with results of macroscopic
compression and microhardness tests in [7]. The high
consistency of these results advertises NPG as an out-
standing model system for studies of nanoscale mechan-
ical behavior.

Figure 4(b) shows the L-dependence of the local
strength σ loc

y , as obtained by combining the data in
Figure 4(a) with the scaling law Equation (3). The
straight line of best fit in Figure 4(a) has slope −1.09 ±
0.08, supporting the observation, in [7], of a size-
exponent near −1. Also presented is a compilation,
originally due to Biener et al. [4] and extended by Jin
et al.,[7] of results from small-scale tests on gold micro-
and nano-objects and from nanoindendation of NPG.
The trend of smaller is stronger is consistent for all data
in the figure, yet the macroscopic samples are system-
atically weaker by a factor of three to four. The dis-
crepancy remains—though at a lesser level—when the
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Figure 4. Size- (L-) dependent strength. (a) Effective macro-
scopic strength σ eff

y from compression tests on bulk NPG
samples. Symbols: averages over tests with several samples
from any of two batches (labelled σy1, σy2) of this work, error
bars: standard deviation over several samples. Data for σ eff

y
(from compression tests) or for converted Vickers hardness
(HV) from Jin et al.,[7] is labelled ‘Jin’. Straight line of best fit
is shown to emphasize trend. (b) Local strength, σ loc

y , versus L.
Line and grey stars: data and trend for mm-scale NPG samples,
as inferred from part (a), using Equation (3). Straight line of
best fit to that data (blue line) has slope −1.09 ± 0.08. Colored
symbols: different NPG-based composites (as distinguished by
labels RIM, BE, PU, see Figure 5), using Equation (5) with σ eff

y
data (from [11]). Results from small-scale tests on gold pillars
(open triangles) and NPG (open circles) as compiled in [4,7]
are shown for comparison.

nanoindentation-based data, which involves the assump-
tion of Tabor factor 1 as applicable to macroscopic metal
foams, are corrected to Tabor factor 3 as suggested by the
experiments in [7].1 Note also the difference in the size
exponents.

Inconsistencies in the estimates for σ loc
y in NPG

may, in principle, reflect an inadequate choice of scal-
ing relations. It is therefore of interest that the scal-
ing for interpenetrating phase-composites, Equation (5),
provides an independent path to measuring the local
strength, which does not rely on the Gibson-Ashby laws.
Stress-strain curves by Wang et al. [11] for NPG-based
composites are shown in Figure 5, and the colored sym-
bols in Figure 4(b) represent the corresponding estimates
of σ loc

y . In view of the independent database and the-
ory (data for pure NPG and Equation (3) versus data
for composites and Equation (5)), the good agreement
between the results for σ loc

y supports the applicability of
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s−1) of interpenetrating-phase nanocomposites made from
NPG impregnated with bisphenol A (‘RIM’), bisphenol F
(‘BE’), and polyurethane (‘PU’) resins. Result for pure NPG
is shown for comparison. All samples have L = 50 nm. Data
from [11].

the Gibson-Ashby law for the macroscopic NPG samples
that are in the focus of the present work.

The different approaches to analyzing the strength of
macroscopic NPG samples in terms of the scaling laws
of Section 4 are supported by the consistency between
their results. The discrepancy between the present results
and literature data, as compiled in Figure 4(b), thus
points toward a difference at the materials level. Findings
for the stiffness underline that point.

6. Size-dependent stiffness Figure 6 examines the
stiffness of NPG. Part (a) shows secant moduli from
the load-unload segments of Figure 3(b), plotting the
effective Young’s modulus, normalized to Young’s mod-
ulus of massive gold, versus the solid fraction ϕ as it
varies during plastic compression. The Gibson-Ashby
scaling, Equation (1), is shown for comparison. While
the trend for stiffening during compression is expected
as a consequence of the densification, the experimental
stiffness values are not well described by the Gibson-
Ashby scaling. This is exemplified by NPG with L =
150 nm which, at the beginning of compression, exhibits
Yeff = 148 MPa, nearly 70-fold less than predicted by
Equation (1). The low modulus is consistent with the
high resilience of wet NPG as reported in [39].

Independent confirmation comes from molecular
dynamics simulation [25] that uses an embedded-atom
potential for gold. Studying NPG with 3.2 nm ligament
size, the simulation finds the graph of Yeff(ϕ) and specif-
ically the absolute value at low strain to practically coin-
cide with that of the 40 nm sample in the experiments of
Figure 3(a).

Based on finite element simulations, Huber et al.
[22] have pointed out that structural disorder in
nanoscale networks may substantially diminish the stiff-
ness. Yet, their model does not reproduce the extremely
high compliance and the fast stiffening during the initial
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Figure 6. Effect of solid volume fraction ϕ and ligament size
L on the effective elastic response of NPG in compression.
(a) Normalized effective Young’s modulus Yeff/Ybulk versus ϕ
for different L (labels; data from Figure 3) and Gibson-Ashby
scaling law. Ybulk was taken as 80 GPa for massive gold. (b)
Absolute values of Yeff, secant moduli from part (a) and stor-
age moduli from dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), each
for specimens predeformed by 4 − 7% plastic strain. Error
bars represent sample-to-sample variance in several indepen-
dent measurements. Results of studies of size-dependent Yeff

by thin-film buckling [33] and nanoindentation [32] are shown
for comparison.

stages of compression (see Figure 6). The anomalously
high compliance of NPG is not readily reconciled with
available models for foams or network structures.

Figure 6(b) compares the observations from
Figure 6(a) to independent measurements. Besides plot-
ting the secant values of Yeff at a given value of the plastic
strain (ε = 4 − 7%) versus L, the figure shows Yeff at the
same prestrain, measured as the storage modulus in a
dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA; for procedures see
[34]). Both data sets agree well, both by magnitude and
in respect to an unambiguous trend of ‘smaller is stiffer’.
The data comprises results from different batches, which
all consistently support the observation.

In view of the significant stiffening at small size, as
indicated by the present data, it is remarkable that results,
included in Figure 6(b), of published studies on the size-
dependent stiffness of NPG disagree widely. While an
investigation by nanoindentation found no noticeable
size dependence,[32] experiments using thin film buck-
ling find a very pronounced increase of the stiffness with
decreasing L.[33] It has also been pointed out [34] that
thin film and indentation tests are sensitive to the regions
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near the macroscopic sample surface, which may be
denser than the bulk of NPG. Such experiments would
then overestimate the stiffness, and the present data for
bulk samples may be considered more accurate.

Experimental stiffness data is affected by residual
silver, which brings the solid fraction above the esti-
mated value, again resulting in an anomalously high
stiffness of the porous metal.[32] Precise data for ϕ, for
instance based on volume, mass and composition as in
the present work, is mandatory but may not have been
available in all published studies.

To summarize, tests on macroscopic samples of
NPG show more stiffness at smaller size, implying that
NPG should be anomalously stiff. Yet, the stiffness is
indeed considerably less than predicted by continuum
models for the elastic response of networks or foam. The
origin of this discrepancy remains unclear and merits
further studies. Aspects will now be highlighted.

7. Stiffening by surface excess elasticity, softening
by shear instability? The observations on the elastic
behavior of NPG are closely related to the issue of the
effective elasticity of nano-objects such as nanowires. As
has been briefly reviewed in [34], the available empirical
data leave room for discussion whether small objects are
stiffer, more compliant, or not modified at all compared
to macroscopic parts. Molecular dynamics simulations
appear inappropriate to the problem, and ab initio density
functional theory allows for either, stiffening or soften-
ing at the surface depending on the crystallography.[40]
The clear trend of more stiffness at small ligament size
that emerges from the experiments on bulk NPG sam-
ples is therefore significant. As lesser size means more
impact of the surface on the effective elastic behavior, the
stiffening at small size strongly suggests that the surface
regions are stiffer than bulk. In other words, the sur-
face excess elastic modulus, on average over all surface
orientations in NPG, appears to be positive-valued.

It is also significant that theory [41] as well as exper-
iment [42] points toward nonlinear bulk elasticity as
relevant for the effective elastic response of nanoma-
terials. Ngô et al. [25] have pointed out that the most
obvious phenomenon in the latter context is the shear
instability at the points of inflection of the generalized
stacking-fault energy function. In fact, experiment [6]
as well as numerical simulation [25,43] show that the
surface-induced prestress in the bulk of the ligaments,
which on theoretical grounds must have a large shear
component,[44] is extremely high and can induce spon-
taneous plastic yielding even when there is no external
load. It is thus conceivable that surface-induced shear
stresses may bring some of the ligaments locally close to
a shear-unstable state. Ngô et al. [25] suggests that these
configurations may be responsible for the anomalously
compliant behavior of NPG.

The observations on the effective elastic response
of NPG appear contradictory, on the one hand a much
higher compliance than expected for foams or network
materials at the given ϕ-value, and on the other hand
a trend for stiffening at smaller ligament size. It is thus
not surprising that the above suggestions for the role of
surface and nonlinear bulk elasticity embody opposing
trends. Neither on their own nor in combination can they
provide a natural explanation for all observation simul-
taneously. Further research into the fascinating elastic
behavior of NPG appears of high interest.

8. Role of surface state As a result of their large
specific surface area, the mechanical behavior of
nanoporous metals must be sensitive to the environ-
ment and the surface chemistry. Exploring the impact
of this sensitivity for the empirical database on small-
scale plasticity and elasticity is one of the incentives for
experiments in which NPG is converted into a hybrid
material, in which the metal network and water or, more
precisely, aqueous electrolyte, form the two constituent
phases. This establishes two independent electric con-
duction pathways (electrons in the metal and ions in the
solution) in the microstructure, separated capacitively by
the electrochemical double layer. The superficial electric
charge density and/or the adsorbate coverage on the pore
surfaces can thus be controlled by applying an electric
bias potential. In situ mechanical tests on these materials
may unravel the impact of the surface state on vari-
ous mechanical characteristics. The other incentive is
that those hybrid materials actually exemplify a design
strategy for novel functional nanomaterials, in which
the macroscopic materials properties can be switched by
tuning the state of the internal interfaces under control of
an external potential.[45,46]

Among the studies that have successfully exploited
the above material’s design strategy by using NPG are
the demonstration of large stroke actuation [9] and of
switchable electric resistance.[47] The impact of the
surface state on the issues of interest in the present con-
text, namely strength [19] and stiffness,[34] will now be
discussed in more detail.

In situ observations of the effective elastic response
during potential cycles on NPG-based hybrid materi-
als explore the impact of the local elastic behavior at
the surface for the effective stiffness of NPG. This is
illustrated by the pronounced and reproducible varia-
tion of Yeff—as measured in a DMA—when the potential
is modulated, see Figure 7(a).[34] It is well established
that the electrode processes involve changes in the local
charge density or adsorbate coverage exclusively at the
surface. The observation of stiffness alternations by as
much as 10% (Figure 7) therefore confirms a substantial
contribution of the surface excess elasticity to the elastic
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Effect of the surface state on mechanical properties of NPG. Results of in-situ testing with potential control in elec-
trolyte. (a) The effective macroscopic Young’s modulus Yeff, as detected by dynamic mechanical analysis, varies during cycles
of the electrode potential, E, versus the standard hydrogen electrode (after [34]; L = 40 nm). (b) During compression test the
macroscopic flow stress, σ , varies as the surface state is switched between clean (potential 1.03V) and covered by one molecular
monolayer of OH (1.48 V) (after [19]; L = 20 nm).

behavior of NPG. In fact, the modulation of the appar-
ent excess thickness parameter τ of Section 4 takes on
substantial amplitudes: 88 pm during purely capacitive
charging and as much as 430 pm (equivalent to roughly
two full atomic monolayers of gold!) when one mono-
layer of OH−-ions adsorbs.[34] These observations lend
strong support to the conjecture of a significant contri-
bution of the surface excess elasticity on the effective
macroscopic elastic behavior of NPG, even in its dry
state.

The impact of the surface state on the mechani-
cal behavior of NPG is even more pronounced when it
comes to strength. This was first demonstrated by Jin
et al.,[19] who performed compression tests under poten-
tial control with a NPG-based hybrid material. As is
exemplified in Figure 7(b), changes in the surface state
allow the flow stress to be modulated by the remark-
able factor of two. In the example of the figure, the
variation accompanies the adsorption of one molecular
monolayer of OH− ions on the ligament surfaces. The
observation indicates that the surface plays a vital role
in controlling the flow stress and, thereby, the strength in
nanoscale plasticity. The recent reports from the groups
of Jin on electrochemically controlled creep rate [20] and
of K. Sieradzki on the impact of adsorbate coverage on
fracture toughness [24] of NPG further emphasize this
finding. Modulating the surface behavior electrochemi-
cally therefore provides new opportunities, as yet to be
exploited in depth, for exploring the mechanisms that
govern small-scale mechanical behavior.

An implication of the above observations is that
studies of small-scale plasticity can be severely affected
by even small contaminations on surfaces; this implies
that a precise characterization not only of topolog-
ical features and relative density, but also state of
the surface state is vital for achieving reproducible

results. That type of characterization, with the required,
sub-monolayer precision, was not typically available in
published reports in the field.

9. Role of network connectivity? Our discussion
of the empirical findings on strength and stiffness of
NPG advertises a systematic trend for (somewhat) lesser
strength and (considerably) lesser stiffness in the macro-
scopic samples of focus herein compared to other sam-
ples. Among the various aspects that may be connected
to this discrepancy, the solid fraction stands out. While
the present samples are made from Ag75Au25 master
alloys, several other studies use master alloys of higher
Au fraction, which results in higher ϕ. If the difference in
strength and stiffness was simply due to different ϕ, then
the observation would indicate a systematic deviation
from the Gibson-Ashby laws. This could be understood
if the geometry of the network were to depend on ϕ,
possibly even approaching a discontinuous transition at
a finite ϕ-value. The loss in percolation of load-bearing
paths in the network would exemplify such a transition.

Support for a transition in the network structure
comes from studies of spinodal decomposition. Several
numerical simulation studies have used that process to
create microstructures that closely resemble experimen-
tal NPG.[25,36,48] It is therefore remarkable that spin-
odal structures with unequal phase fractions are known
to disintegrate during coarsening.[49,50] For NPG this
implies that networks with low ϕ may exhibit a reduced
connectivity density of their load-bearing paths, which
would make them anomalously weak and compliant.

One may take the opposite point of view and empha-
size the amazing success of the Gibson-Ashby scaling in
describing the local strength of NPG in excellent agree-
ment with the completely independent rule-of-mixture
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analysis of NPG-based composite flow behavior, see
Figure 4(b). Broken ligaments can be seen in experi-
mental tomographic reconstructions and in the spinodal
microstructures of the simulation studies, yet their low
frequency argues against a strong impact on the mechan-
ics. Furthermore, the stiffness increases drastically dur-
ing the early stages of plastic compression of NPG, while
the connectivity density is not expected to change sig-
nificantly. Lastly, a direct comparison [25] between MD
simulation and experiment on our samples shows excel-
lent agreement in terms of strength as well as stiffness,
even though the simulation uses an apparently perfectly
connected network. Thus, the origin of the high compli-
ance of macroscopic NPG samples must be qualified as
simply not settled and in need of further experiments.

The question arises, how can one define and mea-
sure a suitable network connectivity parameter in exper-
iment? In fact, three-dimensional tomographic recon-
struction based on transmission electron microscopy
[51,52] and X-ray [53] data has been demonstrated,
and focused-ion-beam based serial sectioning [54] may
provide even larger and statistically more representa-
tive reconstructions. Stereological analysis then supplies
mean diameters of the ligaments (size L in this work)
and pores (size LP). A less obvious size parameter relates
to the topological genus, g,[55] which is a measure for
the number of closed rings (or ‘handles’) in a sample.
These rings can be associated with load-bearing paths,
and their characteristic mean size, LR, relates to volume,
V, per genus via LR ∝ 3

√
V/g. Figure 8 illustrates the

impact of R and of the L on the mechanical behavior.
A ‘well-connected’ structure has, roughly, LR ∼ L + LP.
By contrast, a structure with many broken connections
tends to have LR � L + LP, and part of its solid phase
is not load-bearing. On top of the solid fraction, ϕ, we
therefore propose to explore the connectivity parameter,

cc = (L + LP)

LR
= (L + LP)

3

√
g
V

(6)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Networks with different solid fraction, ϕ, and con-
nectivity, cc. (a) and (b) have nearly identical ligament diame-
ter, L, and pore diameter, LP, and similarly high ϕ. Yet, broken
ligaments make the characteristic diameter, LR, of the load
bearing ring in (b) much larger than in (a), implying lesser
connectivity and more fragile mechanical behavior. (c) has the
same load bearing ring as (b), suggesting similar mechanical
behavior in spite of the very different ϕ.

as a supplementary measure for the mechanical stur-
diness of networks. Specifically, if cc of NPG were
to decrease substantially at low solid fraction, then a
systematic deviation from the Gibson-Ashby-type scal-
ing equations—which presuppose constant connectivity
density at all ϕ—would be expected for NPG.

10. Conclusions The present findings advertise the
outstanding reproducibility obtained with macro-scale
tests of NPG, specifically in regard to the trends for
strength and stiffness versus ligament size. This confirms
NPG as a highly significant model system for testing
small-scale mechanical behavior.

The well-established trend of smaller is stronger
is confirmed by the NPG data, yet with a numerically
larger size-exponent than reported for other gold nanos-
tructures and, remarkably, with a significantly lesser
absolute value of the strength. Nonetheless, indepen-
dent data from NPG-reinforced polymer nanocomposites
confirm that the Gibson Ashby scaling relation applies
quantitatively for NPG. This, along with the excellent
agreement between molecular dynamics simulation of
the flow behavior and experiment, argues against imper-
fections at the scale of the network structure as the reason
for the lesser strength. One is lead to question whether
previous data overestimates the impact of small scale
alone on the strength.

The clear trend for substantially higher stiffness of
NPG at smaller ligament size is significant in view of
previous, contradictory reports on the size-dependent
stiffness of nanoscale objects. Experiments with environ-
mental control emphasize the contribution of the surface
to the effective stiffness. Yet, similar to the strength, the
stiffness of NPG is less (and quite significantly so in
this instance) than predicted by simple geometrical mod-
els for foams or network structures. Conceivable origins
include nonlinear elasticity in the bulk and specifically
a shear instability at small size, or an anomalously
reduced connectivity density in networks with small
solid fraction.

Not all of the above propositions are mutually com-
patible, and the available evidence is inadequate for dis-
criminating between them. Yet, each of these phenomena
touches upon the fundamentals of materials behavior at
small size and/or high porosity. Studying the mechanical
behavior of macroscale NPG samples and its link to the
microstructure is thus of high interest for future research.
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Note
1. Hardness H and effective macroscopic strength σ eff of

metal foams are related via H ≈ σ eff (Tabor factor 1).
Exploiting the opportunities of macroscopic tests on NPG,
Jin et al. [7] have compared σ eff to H in experiments on
NPG. Their experiment indicates H ≈ 3σ eff (Tabor fac-
tor 3), consistent with what is found for many massive
materials. The finding underlines the distinction between
dealloying-made nanoporous solids and metal foams, and
it advertises the misconceptions that may arise if network
structures such as NPG are inappropriately termed foams.
The different mechanical behavior has been related to the
differences—emerging from EBSD studies—in the defor-
mation modes [7]: homogeneous strain in NPG versus the
localized crush bands in foams.
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